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1.Introduct1on 

At present ,intensive work on testing o! integrability :and 
c1RRR1f1cation o! integrable nonlinear evolution systems_ 

Ut=F(x,U,U1 , ••• UN)' U~U(x,t)=(U1 , •• ~uK) 
(1 ) 

' 1 2 ...ll :1 F=(F ,F , ••• r-), U:i=ID (U), ID=d/dx 

is carried out. The integrability means that the system (1) can either , 
be reduced to a linear one by di!!erential substitutions U•F(V, •• Vk) 
or can be integrated by inverse spectral trans!orm. PrototyPe 
equations o! these two groups are the BUrgers and the Korteveg-de 
Vries (KdV) equations, respectively. In bOth cases the initial. 
nonlinear problem reduces to a linear one that can be investigated and 
·solved._Note that evolution systems o! the second tyPe are especially 
interesting in physics. due to their multi-soliton solutions. In the 
present paper we use computer algebra to !ind all integrable coupled 
KdV - like evolution systems. 

2.Syametry approach 

The classi!ication problem consists in obtaining a complete list o! 
integrable systems (1) !or some !ixed N and to describe the most 
general trans!orms connecting these systems. It can be achieved 
e!!ectively by using the symmetry approach (see reviews [1-31). In the 
!ramework o! the symmetry approach,, the integrable criterium is _based 
on the property o! (1) to have an in!inite algebra o! higher-order 
syumetries, i.e. the~volution systems o! the !orm 

- Ut=H(x,U,U1 , ••• Un), H=(H1 , ••• Fl), n>N, 

compatible with (1). The compatibility condition can b~ written as 

11 Bol.tiH.>li~li,i:..<it. ~mcrni~ 
':H~•:lflti.J.K !H: ~'~>iJRiUW.:fi 

GHSJiv:OTEKA 
-~- .......... 

(2) 



dH 
dt =F*(H), 

where F* is the matrix di!!erential operator 

N OF1 

F*= Z If})\ ·IIF:i.ljk= --"k 
:1=o _.,j· ouj 

·It is 's~Wn'ln '11,21 that' in the case where the evolution· system 
(1 > has an in!ihite algebra 'ot s;Yumetries, it has an in!inlte number· 
o! local conserv~tion la~s 

dR .. dQij j=1 , ••• M, :1.... . i=1 ,2 ••••• 
dt=~· 

(3) 

·r.: 

where the. densit:les,R:i.j can be .expressed in terms o! F and Q:l.k (k<j). 
The conditions ,(3) generate an overdetermined system o! equations in 
F. By solving this system' 1t is possible to !ind a list of concrete 
F' s containing all the . integrable cases (uSually it is su!!icient to 
itse conditions (3) !or i<3 '>. T:tlis hat is then checked ror higher i 
against the condition (3) :iD. o:Nler to remove non-1Iitegi-able cases. The 
next step consists in !lildlng higher-oi>der · synmetries and a 'Lax 
representation. 

3.Role o! Computer Algebra 

The algorithms !or the most tedious steps o! classi!ication,such as 
computing the densities Rij' checking the conditions (3), derivation 
or the overdetermined systems in F and !inding the ' syumetries, have 
been suggested in 14>51. They have been implemented using the computer 
algebra system FORMAC !or scalar equations· (M=1· in (1)) [41 and !or 
the .!allowing wide class o!'systeina [51· ' ' 

, : L Jl Ut=AUN+!(x,U,U1, ••• UN_1), !=(! , ••• ! ) 
(4) 

A=diag(~1 .~ •• ~), ~:1#0, ~:1~~/i#j); ~~E~ • 
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The step in our algorithm which remains to be done by hand is to solve 
the overdetermined system o! di!!erential equations in F. However,in a 
special case (which is very important !or applications), the ·F1, ••• FM 
are polynomials in U,U1, ••• uN with certain homogeneity properties, .and· 
the overdetermined system in F reduces to an algebraic system !or the ~ 
coe!!icients o! these polynomials. The general approach to. solve such 
a system exactly is pased on the well-known technique o! Groebner 
basis construction. 161 which is;ilnpleinente.d, !or example, in the last 
version o! the computer algebra system REDUCE 171. An example o! a 
Groebner basis computation !or one o! the classification problems 181 
is given in 191. Thus the classi!ication o! the integrable' .evolution 
systems (4) with homogeneously~polynomial right hand sides can be 
completely automated by means.o! computer algebra. 

4.Coupled KdV- Like.Systems 

In this paper we apply 'the. above technique to the classi!icailon oi 
·the !allowing systems !rom class (4) (coupled KdV-like systems) 

ut=a0~+a1 uu1 +~vv1 +a3uv1 +a4vu1 , a0~b0 , a0~o. b0~o. 
(5) 

vt=b
0
v3+b1vv1+b2uu1+b3vu1+b4uv1, a:1,b:1E~ (i=0~5) , 

which have an in!inite algebra o! symmetries •. Using the FORMAC program 
described in 151 we obtain a system o! equations !or the parameters 
a:l.,bj consisting o! twelve equations or sixth degree .in ten unkowns 
obtained !rom (3) !or i=1~4 and in part !or i=5 

A 

ek=ek=O, (k=h6) , (6) 

A 

where ek=ekla b and :1 .. :1 

e1=a1(a3-a4)-a4(b3-b4), 

e2=(2a3-a4)Y1-b2y2, 
2 . 

y1=6a
0
a3b2+(a0-b

0
)(a1+a4b2), 
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e3=a2y1-(2b3~b4)y2' y2=6a0a2b3+(a0 -b0 )(a1a2+a4b1), 

e4~ao<a2b2+a3b3)+(~o-bo><a1+b3)a4, 

2· ' 2 ' ' ' 
e5~2(2a0 +8a0b0-b0 )a3b3+2(a0 -b0 )(4a0 -b0 )a3b4-6a

0
(a

0
+2b

0
)a2b2 

.+<a0-b0 ) 2 (5a1 a~-5a1 a4+a4b4 )~(a0-b0 )(!~0-b0 )a4b3 , 

e6=3a0 [(a0-b0 ) 3-3a0 (a0+2b0 ) 2 l(a2b2+a3b3)+(a0-b0 )3 [3a0a1 a3-2(2a0+b0 )a 1 a4 ~ 

2 ' ' ' 3 '2 3 ' +9a0 (a0-b0 )[ (a0-b0 )a4-(a0+2b0 )a3lb4-<a0-b
0

) (2a
0
-30a

0
b

0
+b

0
)a4b3 . 

5.Solvtng the System (6) 

In order to solve syste~ (6) one may use the technique o! Groebner 
basis. However, we have used 1natead a much· more e!!ective algorithm 
[101 which exploits the special structure o! the system (6). Its main 
idea' is to corisider several alternative cases: 

1 )a1 ~o.a4~o 2)a1 ~o.a4=0 3)a1 =0,a4~o 4)a1=a4=0 

and two subcases 1naide each case: 

a)y1 ~o or y2~o b)y1=y2=o· . 

One can !ind simple relations connecting aj_. bj_ !or each subcase and 
thus the system (6) can be considerably simpli!ied. For· example, in 
the case 1), the equations 

A 

e1=e1=0 

lead to two possibilities: 

i)a3=a4,b3=b4 ii)a3~a4 or b3~b4 , a1b1=a4b4• 

In the case 11) we can set a1=a4 and b1=b4 by taking into account 
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The step in our algorithm which remaina to be done by hand is to solve 
the overdetermined system o! di!!erential equations in F. However,in a 
special case (which ia very important !or applications), the F1 ,.~.FM 
are polynomials in u,u1 •••• uN with certain homogeneity properties, and 
the overdetermined system in F reduces to an algebraic system !or the ' 
coe!!icients o! these polynomials. The general approach to solve such 
a system exactly is based on the well-knowri technique o! Groebner 
basis construction [61 ,which is,implemented, !or example, in, the ·last 
version o! the. computer algebra system REDUCE [71. An example o! a 
Groebner basis computat1o,n !or one o! the classi!ication problems [81 
is given in [91. Thus the classi!ication o! the integrable evolution 
systems (4) with homogeneously-polynomial right hand aides can be 
completely automated by means o! computer algebra. 

4.Coupled KdV - Like Systems 

In this paper we apply the above technique to the clasai!ication o~ 
the !ollowing systems !rom class (4) (coupled KdV-like systems) 

ut=a0~+a1 uu1 +a2vv 1 +a3uv1 +a4vu1 , a0~b0 , a0~o. b0~o. 
(5) 

Vt=b
0
v3+b1 vv1+b2uu1+b3vu1+b4uv1, aj_,bj_E«> (i=0+5) , 

which have an in!inite. algebra o! symmetries. Us~ the FORMAC program 
described in'[5l we obtain a system o! equations !or the parameters 
aj_,bj consisting o! twelve equations o! sixth degree in ten unkowns 
obtained !rom (3) !or i=1+4 and in part !or i=5 

A 

ek=ek=O, · (k=1+6) • 

A 

where ek=ekla 0 b and j_ j_ 

e1=a1(a3-a4)-a4(b3-b4), 

e2=(2a3-a4)y1-b2y2, 2 y1=6a0a3b2+(a
0
-b0)(a1+a4b2), 
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e3=a2y1-(2b3~b4)y2, y2=6a0a2b3+(a0-b0)(a1a2+a4b1), 

e4~ao(~b2+a3b3)+(ao-bo)(a1+b3)a4, 

. 2 . 2 . . . ~ 

e5=2(2a6 +8a0~0~b0 )a3b3+2(a0-b0 )(4a0-b0)a3b4-6a0 (a0~2b0 )a2b2 

+(a0-b0 )2 (5a1 a3-5a~a4+a4b4 )-(a0-b6)(7a0-b0 )a4b3 , 

. e6=3a~[(ao-bo)3-3ao<ao+2bo)2 l(a2b2+a3b3)+(ao-b~)3 [3a0a1a3-2(2ao+bo)a1a4] 

+9a~(a0-b0 )[ (a0-b0 )a4-(a0+2b0 )a3 lb4-(a0-'b~) (2ag-3oa~b0+bg)a4b3 . 

5.Solving the System (6) 

In order to solve system (6) one may use the technique o! Groebner 
basis.However,we have used instead a much more effective algorithm 
[101 which exploits the special structure o! the system (6). Its main 
idea is to consider several alte~tive cases: 

1)a1#0,a4#0 2)a1#0,a4=0 3)a1=0,a4#0 4)a1=a4=0 

and two subcases inside each case: 

a)y1#0 or y2#0 b)y1=Y2=0 . 

One can find simple relations connecting a~,b~ !or each. subcase and 
thus the system (6) can be considerably simplified. For example, in 
the case 1 ), the equations 

A 

e1=e1=0 

lead to two possibilities: 

i)a3=a4,b3=b4 ii)a3#a4 or b3#b4 , a1b1=a4b4• 

In the case 11) we can set a1=a4 and b1=b4 by tak1ng into account 
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the invariance o! the. ten-parametric· family . (5) under· the ·scale ' 
transformations u ~ au, v ~ ~v (a,~ E «:) •. On the· other hand, the· 
subcase a) implies a2b2=(2a3-a,4) (2b3-b4), so ~,b2 can immediately :be·· 
eliminated !rom the equations (6) !or k=3+6, etc. Applying this method 
and earring out all computations in the int"eractive' mode o! the 
computer algebra system REDUCE, we have found all the ·non-trivial 
solutions o! (6) (see re!.[10l !ore more details). It should be noted 
that in each alternative case the problem reduces to simple gcd and 
reau'ltant computations which are built-in in REDUCE. It turns out that 
in the most tedious case 1 )a1#0,a4#0 the system (6) · has a, single 
non-trivial solution (up to a scale transformation) 

a0=(3±i5)/6, a1#0, a2=a1(9a0-7)/(12a0-1), a3=a11(3a0), a4=a1, 
(7_) 

b0=(-3±Y5)/6 b1=-a1/c3a0 >, b2=a1(3a0+1)/(9a0-7), b3=-a1, b4=-a1/(3a0). 

The evolution system (5) with the coefficients (7) can be transformed to 
the well-known integr-able Drin!eld-Sokolov system [11 l by appropriate 
linear transformation o! the vector space (u,v). For the cases 2)+4), we 
have obtained a list o! !our nonlinear coupled 'systems o! ·the .form (5) · 
with coe!!1cients a~,b~ satistyii:J8 . <Eh and containing !our 'to siX 
arbitrary constants. 

6.List ot Integrable Systems.conclusion· 

Using our FORMAC program [51 we have checked the list obtained 
whether or not conditions (3) !or i=5+8 are satisfied. We have found 
that ·only three evolution systems satisfy these conditions, namely 

ut=~+uu1 +vv1 , vt=-2v3-uv1 (8) 

Ut=~+Uu1•. Vt=4V3+UV1+1/2 u1 V (9) 

Ut=~+UU1 , Vt=-2v3-vu1-v1 • ' (10) 

The system (8) is the well-known H1rota-satsuma system [121 with an 
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1n!1n1te algebra or syumetries. The system (9) was firstly considered 
in our paper £51 •. Based on the generally accepted conjecture (see. !or 
example. £31 ) that the existance o! higher-order symmetries implies 
integrability. we may conclude that the system (9) also has an 
1n!1n1te algebra o! symmetries. In £51 we have found the following 
5-order symmetry !or the system (9) 

.-I 

ut=Us+5/3.~+10/3 u1~+5/6 u2u1• 

vt=16v5+20/3·uv3+5/2~+10U1 v2+25/3 v1 ~+5/6 u2v1+5/6 vuu1 

We believe that the system (10) is also integrable. It has the 
5-order symmetry with the same first equation in accordance with the 
structure o! (9) and (10) 

llt=ns+5/3 UlJ:3+10/3 ~~+5/6 U~ • 

vt=~4v5-10/3 uv3-513 VlJ:3-20/3 ~v2-5v1 ~-5/18 u2v1-5/9 uu1 

. . 
We may conclude !rom the above computations .that computer a~gebra 

is a power!ul tool !or investigating' n6nl1riear evolution equations. It 
allOWS to make a complete classi!ication 'of the 1Iitegrable C<?Upled 
systems !rom the ten-parametric family (5). All integrable cases 
are exhausted by the !our systems (7)+(10). 

Authors are thank!ul to K.S.Kolbig and s.I.Svinolupov !or useful 
discussions. 
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the·invariance of the ten-parametric family (5) under the scale 
transformations u .. au. v ,. flv (a.fl E · «;). an· the. other hand. the 
subcaae a) implies ~b2=(2a3-a4 )(2b3-b4 ). so ~.b2 can 1Dmediately be
eliminated from the equations (6) for k=3.;.6. etc. Applying this method. 
and earring out all computations in- the interactive mode of the 
computer algebra system REDUCE. we have found· all.· the non-trivial : 
solutions of (6) (see ref.£101 !ore more details). It should be noted 
that in each alternative case the problem reduces to s1111Ple gcd and 
resultant computations which are built-in in REDUCE. It turns out that 
in the most tedious case 1)a1 ~o.a4~o the system (6) has • a single 
non-trivial solution (up to a scale transformation) 

ao=(3±1"5)16. a1~o. ~=a1(9a(,-7)/(12ao-1). a3=a1/(3ao>.a4=a1, 
; (7J 

b0=(-3±Y5)/6 b1=-a1/c3a0 >. b2=a1(3a0+1)/(9a0-7). b3=-a1• b4=-a1/(3a
0

). 
. . . 

The evolution system (5) with the coefficients (7) can be transformed to 
the well...:known integrable Dr1n!eld-Sokolo~ system £11 l by· appropriate 
linear transformation o! the vector space (u. v) •. For t}le cases 2 ).;.4). we 
have obtained a list ,0! !OUr nonl1ri~ar cotipled"systems ,0! the form(5) 
with coef!icient~:f a1.b1 satisfyirig )6) ·.· imd containing ~our to, s~ 
arbitrary conatants. · ·· · · 

6.List ot Integrable Systems~Conclusion 

Using our FORilAC program £51 we have checked the list obtained 
whether or not conditions (3) for i=5.;.8 are satisfied. We have found 
that only three evolution systems .s.atisfy these conditions. namely 

Ut=ll:3+UU1+vv1• Vt=-2v3-uv1 (8) 

Ut=11:3+uu1• Vt=4V3+uv1+1/2 u1v (9) 

ut=ll:3+~1· vt=-2v3-vu1-v1 • (10) 

The system (8) is the well-knowri Hirota-satstllll!l system £121 with an 
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1nt1n1te algebra o! synmetries. The. system (9) was !1rstl.y considered 
in our paper [51. Based on the generally accepted conjecture (see, !or 
example, [31 ) that the existance o! higher-order symmetries implies . 
integrability, we may conclude that the system (9) also has an 
1nt1n1te algebra o! symmetries. In [51 we have !qund the !ollowing 
5-order symmetry !or the system (9) . 

...J 

Ut=US+5/3 ~+10/3 U1~+5/6 u2u1 , 

Vt=16V
0
+20/3 UV3+5/2~+10U1 V2+25/3 V1~+5/6 U

2V1+5/6 vuu1 

We believe that the system (10) is also integrable. It has the 
5-order symmetry with the same !1rst equation in accordance with the 
structure o! (9) and (10) 

llt=Us+5/3 UUs+10/3 llt~+5/6 u~, 
. . . 2 

vt=-4v5-10/3 uv3-5/3 VUs-20/3·lltv2-5v1 ~-5/18 u v1-5/9 ullt 

We may conclude !rom the above computations. that computer algebra 
is a power!ul tool !or investigating nonlinear evolution equations. It 
allows to make a complete classi!ication o! 'the integrable coupled 
systems !rom the ten-parametric !amily (5). All integrable cases 
are exhausted by the tour systems (7)+(10). 

Authors are thank!ul to K.S.Kolbig and S.I.Svinolupov !or use!ul 
discussions. 
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